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Text: Exodus 33:12-23; Exodus 34:5-7

Theme: There is always more of God to know. When you are bored with the Lord, he wants to 
blow you away with his Glory.

Intro: It is beautiful to hear the secret conversations that men have had with God throughout the 
centuries. They show up throughout Scripture, and in Exodus 33 & 34 we find one of Moses’ 
intimate conversations. There is nothing ceremonious or showy about these prayers––Moses is not 
trying to impress God, rather he is wrestling with God. This is not the kind of praying you find in 
liturgy or respectable religion, instead it’s a deep thirsting and hungering for God. It’s more like a 
battle than an English tea party. 

1) Long to see more of God; hunger to know him deeper (Exo. 33:18).
• You would think Moses experienced God enough. He had just been in his glory for forty days. 

But now, he prays this bold prayer: “Show me your glory.” (Exo. 33:18)
• He has been praying for his people, but now he personally prays for himself: “Show me!”

• It’s important to pray for others, but how about yourself? Do you long to see God’s glory?
• What does he mean when he prays to see God’s glory?

• He is praying to see the greatness, majesty and weight of God. Literally, the root of the 
word means, “to be heavy, weighty.” It’s like praying, “Let me see the depths of who you 
are. Hold nothing back. I want to see your fullness. I want to see you in all your splendor.”

• It is the same thing Paul is praying in his first prayer of Ephesians. Paul is just using 
different words. (see Phil 3; *cf. Exodus 33:13; epignosis)

• From this, we can learn that we should be continually hungry and thirsty to know more of 
God. We cannot be content with our current knowledge. God is always calling us deeper. Since 
God is infinite, there is always more of God to explore and encounter.

• Also, this tells me that God is never boring. He is never one-dimensional. We never have him 
totally figured out and under our control.

• Moses prayed this during a horrible time. Moses had just discovered the depths of his 
people’s sinfulness.

• After committing to listening to God and being his people, after experiencing the glory of 
God on Mount Sinai, after hearing God thunder the ten commandments––they make a 
golden calf and celebrate a false idol. 

• We learn here that mere outward experiences with God do not change people. You can see 
the most powerful manifestations, but still have a hard heart.

• How does God define his glory?

2) God reveals his glory to the pure in heart and that glory is who he is––his name (Exo. 
33:17-19)

• God will reveal his glory to Moses. Why? Because he has found grace in God’s eyes and God 
knows his heart (I have known you by name). [The humble, hungry and holy]
• “Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God.” (Matt. 5:8)

• Interestingly, we see all the beatitudes active in Moses
• The Lord said to Moses, “I will also do this thing of which you have spoken; for you have 

found favor [GRACE] in My sight and I have known [YADAH] you by name [Character & 
Nature].”

• God makes it clear what his glory is…(Exo. 33:19-23)
• It’s my goodness (God’s nature is good, not evil)
• It’s my name, Yahweh (my character)



• God makes it clear, there is more to come. Moses will only get a glimpse at God’s back. 
God’s face would only be seen in the future (2 Cor. 4:6).

• How is it possible to see his glory? The prophetic nature of this encounter is seen through 
Moses needing to be on and in the cleft of the rock, who is Christ.
• It’s only possible to know the glory of God in Christ.

• Now comes the revelation of God’s glory. What is God’s glory? What makes him different 
from any other god?

3) God’s glory is the expansiveness of his love (Exo. 34:5-7).
• Everything that pours out of God’s revelation of himself is LOVE.
• Yahweh is describing his love, especially in the light of Israel’s idolatry and betrayal.
• We say that God is love. We want to love others. We want others to love us. Love is the most 

popular theme of all music. But what exactly is love?
• Here we see the rainbow colours of God’s love. The light of God’s love goes through a 

prism in which we see it’s distinctive elements and frequencies. (ROY G. BIV)
1) Compassion - Rachum

• An intense feeling of love that comes from deep within. The love a father or mother 
has for a child. “The bowels of love.” “To suffer with.” To feel the pain of someone. To 
be attached.

2) Grace - Channun 
• The disposition to help someone in need. “A heartfelt response by someone who 

has something to give to one who has a need” (TWOT). Merciful.
3) Slow to Anger - Long Nosed

• Long suffering. ANGER is not God’s first response. God doesn’t fly off the handle.
4) Abounding in kind love and mercy (help to the needy) - hesed

• This word also means love. God’s kindness. Or, as the KJV says, lovingkindness.
5) Truth - emet - a hendiadys with hesed, meaning faithful, loyal, enduring love
6) Forgiving
7) Just - Forgiving, but also just. 

• He will not be pushed over and he will not forgive those who do not humble themselves. 
And where there is sin, there is consequences, even generational consequences. In 
other words, what you sow is what you reap. So, don’t play games with God, but rather 
cast yourself on his mercy.

• The fact is mercy makes no sense if at the end of the day God is not just and only 
looks away at sin.

• This is the cornerstone revelation of God. The most important revelation of God in 
Scripture. Now compare this with 1 Cor. 13. We see all the marks of love that Paul lists are 
from God’s attributes revealed in Exodus 34:5-7

4) Jesus is the manifestation of God’s glory––He shows us all the gradient colours of God’s 
love

• “I have manifested Your name to the men whom You gave me out of the world” (John 17:6)
• John 1:10-14

• Grace & Truth
• The cross is the greatest demonstration of that glory––it marries the tension between the 

love and justice of God.
• Through the resurrection we see that mercy triumphs over judgement. The curse of the 

cross is not the last word, instead the resurrection is.

Conclusion: God’s glory is his love––his love manifested like the colours of light through a prism. 
The good news is that God wants to reveal his glory to the humble and hungry, to those with a pure 
heart. Like Moses, ask and you will receive. First, prepare your heart, and then pray “show me your 
glory.”



END NOTES

The “Colours" of Christ’s Love

Before Isaac Newton, it was believed that white light was colorless, and that the prism 
itself produced the color. Newton's experiments demonstrated that all the colors already 
existed in the light in a heterogeneous fashion, and that "corpuscles" (particles) of light 
were fanned out because particles with different colors traveled with different speeds 
through the prism. It was only later that Young and Fresnel combined Newton's particle 
theory with Huygens' wave theory to show that color is the visible manifestation of light's 
wavelength.

Newton arrived at his conclusion by passing the red color from one prism through a 
second prism and found the color unchanged. From this, he concluded that the colors 
must already be present in the incoming light — thus, the prism did not create colors, but 
merely separated colors that are already there. He also used a lens and a second prism to 
recompose the spectrum back into white light. This experiment has become a classic 
example of the methodology introduced during the scientific revolution. The results of this 
experiment dramatically transformed the field of metaphysics, leading to John Locke's 
primary vs secondary quality distinction.

Newton discussed prism dispersion in great detail in his book Opticks.[1] He also 
introduced the use of more than one prism to control dispersion.[2] Newton's description of 
his experiments on prism dispersion was qualitative, and is quite readable. A quantitative 
description of multiple-prism dispersion was not needed until multiple prism laser beam 
expanders were introduced in the 1980s.[3] [wikipedia]

GLORY

943        be heavy, grievous, hard, rich, honorable, glorious. (ASV, RSV (kābēd) כָבֵד
similar.)

Derivatives 

943a   .I, great (kābēd) כָבֵד
943b   .II, liver (kābēd) כָבֵד
943c   .great (kōbed) כֹבֶד
943d    I, glorious, occurs only as the feminine singular kĕbûddâ (kābôd) כָבֹוד

(Ezk 23:41; Ps 45:14).
943e   .II, glory (kābôd) כָבֹוד
943f    .abundance, riches. Only in Jud 18:21 (kĕbûddâ) כְבּוָדּה
943g   .heaviness, only in Ex 14:25 (kĕbēdūt) כְבֵֻדת

This root with its derivatives occurs 376 times in the Hebrew Bible. It is especially 
prominent in Ps (sixty-four occurrences) and Isa (sixty-three), as well as Ex (thirty-three), 
Ezk (twenty-five) and Prov (twenty-four). Of the total number of occurrences, 114 are 
verbal. The root is a common Semitic one, occurring in all except Aramaic where yāqār 
seems to take its place. The basic meaning is “to be heavy, weighty,” a meaning 
which is only rarely used literally, the figurative (e.g. “heavy with sin”) being more 
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common. From this figurative usage it is an easy step to the concept of a “weighty” 
person in society, someone who is honorable, impressive, worthy of respect. This 
latter usage is prevalent in more than half the occurrences.

The literal use of the term occurs only in I Sam 4:18, “Eli was heavy” (kābēd, adjective), 
and II Sam 14:26 “Absalom’s hair was heavy” (kābēd, noun).

kābēd usually carries a negative connotation. The Qal and Hiphil stems comprise the 
most of these occurrences in the verbal form, while kābēd and kōbed are the nouns whose 
meanings fit the category. Generally speaking, there are three groupings of figurative uses. 
The first would relate to parts of the body, expressing slowness, dullness or implacability. 
The second relates to events or experiences, describing their severity in terms of 
heaviness. The third would express size or number in such terms.

The first usage is found most often in relation to Pharaoh, in seven places (Ex 7:14; 
8:15 [H 11], 28 [H 24]; 9:7, 34; 10:1; I Sam 6:6). Pharaoh’s refusal to be sensitive to the 
situation or to the pleas of the Hebrew people is spoken of as a heaviness or hardening of 
the heart (cf. the discussion by Girdlestone, SOT, pp. 66–67.) Similarly the ears (Isa 6:10; 
59:1; Zech 7:11), the tongue (Ex 4:10), and the eyes (Gen 48:10) may become dull and 
insensitive, while the hands may grow weary (Ex 17:12). In the latter three cases physical 
infirmity is involved, but the former express spiritual problems.

Heaviness as a figure for severity relates to work (Ex 5:9, etc.), servitude (I Kgs 12:10 
etc.), warfare (Jud 20:34, etc.) and pestilence (Gen 41:31 etc.). Three times the severity of 
such misfortunes is expressed as the hand of the Lord being heavy upon them (cf. I Sam 
5:6, 11; Ps 32:4). In the same way a person’s hand can be heavy on someone else (Jud 
1:35, Job 33:7). Also, a person, without necessarily intending to, can become burdensome 
to another (II Sam 13:25, II Chr 10:10, 14; 25:19; Neh 5:15). The fact that the severity of 
bondage is often expressed by means of the figure “a heavy yoke” (I Kgs 12:4; II Chr 10:4, 
11) makes Jesus’ declaration, “My yoke is easy” (Mt 11:28), all the more significant.

From severity to magnitude is a simple step and in several cases it is not easy to be 
perfectly clear which connotation is in view. For instance, the statement that the sin of 
Sodom and Gomorrah was very heavy (Gen 18:20). Is this to say that the sin was great or 
that it was severe? So also Isa 24:20; Ps 38:4 [H 5]; Job 6:3, etc. At any rate it is plain that 
sin is a burden which weighs down the one who carries it, making the person himself 
heavy and dull (Isa 1:4; Prov 27:3). Other usages are quite clear however. Cf. e.g. Num 
20:20 “Edom came out with a heavy people,” or II Kgs 6:14 “a heavy host.” Similar 
references would be Ex 12:38; II Chr 9:1; Isa 36:2. Habakkuk 2:6 uses the word in this way 
when it attacks those who increase pledges (cf. Nah 3:15). In one case, Abraham is said to 
be very heavy (Gen 13:2), and the context makes it plain that the magnitude of his wealth 
is being spoken of. This has significance for the succeeding usages.

The second major group of connotations is a further extension of the figurative use of 
the term. In this case the idea is of that which is weighty in the sense of being noteworthy 
or impressive. Common translations are “honorable, honored, glorious, glorified.” The 
Niphal and Piel stems normally have these connotations.

The reputation of an individual is of central importance in these usages. Thus the 
person of high social position and accompanying wealth was automatically an honored, or 
weighty, person in the society (Num 22:15, etc.). Such a position, its riches, and long life 
were commonly assumed to be the just rewards of a righteous life (I Chr 29:28, etc.). 
While one would be honored automatically if one attained this stature, it is also clear that 
one was expected to merit the honor and the glory. The book of Prov makes it clear that 
the trappings of glory without an accompanying weightiness of character was an offense to 
life (21:21; 22:4; 26:1; etc.).

Likewise persons in positions of responsibility and authority were deserving of honor 
(Ex 20:12; Mal 1:6). It is significant to remind oneself that giving honor or glory is to say 
that someone is deserving of respect, attention and obedience. A life which does not back 



up one’s honorable words is hypocrisy of a high form. Israel was again and again guilty of 
honoring God with her lips, while by her actions making him appear worthless (Isa 29:13).

One could also become honored as a result of heroic feats of courage, fidelity, etc. 
David’s mighty men are spoken of in this way (I Kgs 11:21 etc.) These were people who 
had made a name for themselves. In this vein God is also to be honored. God’s name is 
glorious in righteousness, faithfulness, judgment, and salvation (Ps 66:2; 79:9; Isa 40:5). 
He is the king of glory (Ps 24:7–10), who has done gloriously. So he is not only to be 
honored because of his position as sovereign head of the universe, but because of his 
surpassing character in all realms.

The accoutrements of glory were commonly impressive in their beauty. Thus the 
garments of the priests were expressly designed to be unusually beautiful, in order to 
convey some of the great dignity and importance of the office (Ex 28:2, 40). The glory of 
the great kingdoms is commonly compared to the splendors and beauties of the great 
forest of Lebanon (Isa 8:7; 10:18). It appears that the particular beauty of man is his 
capacity for rational and moral response (Gen 49:6; Ps 108:1 [H 2]; Jer 2:11).

Yet it is at the point of these beauties that the Bible speaks most devastatingly of the 
transience of all glory except God’s. Isaiah is especially pointed. How quickly beauty 
fades. How suddenly a great cedar forest can be reduced to a sickening field of stumps 
(Isa 10:18). How easily man can exchange his true glories for that which really cheapens 
and destroys him (Ps 106:20). Any impressiveness or noteworthiness which man has 
created for himself in his own pride and arrogance is doomed to destruction (Isa 16:14; 
17:4; 21:16).

[A few references to “glory” (kābôd) may better be taken as misvocalized references to 
the “liver” (kābēd II) spoken of as we do the heart. Thus Ps 16:9 “my glory rejoices” may 
mean “my liver rejoices.” Note the mention of bodily parts in the context. Of course, it is not 
the liver literally, but the person that rejoices. Properly, therefore, the LXX and re translate 
“my tongue rejoices.” r.l.h.]

Over against the transience of human and earthly glory stands the unchanging beauty 
of the manifest God (Ps 145:5). In this sense the noun kābôd takes on its most unusual 
and distinctive meaning. Forty-five times this form of the root relates to a visible 
manifestation of God and whenever “the glory of God” is mentioned this usage must be 
taken account of. Its force is so compelling that it remolds the meaning of doxa from an 
opinion of men in the Greek classics to something absolutely objective in the LXX and nt.

The bulk of occurrences where God’s glory is a visible manifestation have to do 
with the tabernacle (Ex 16:10; 40:34; etc.) and with the temple in Ezekiel’s vision of 
the exile and restoration (9:3, etc.). These manifestations are directly related to 
God’s self-disclosure’ and his intent to dwell among men. As such they are 
commonly associated with his holiness. God wishes to dwell with men, to have his 
reality and his splendor known to them. But this is only possible when they take 
account of the stunning quality of his holiness and set out in faith and obedience to 
let that character be manifested in them (Num 14:10; Isa 6:3; Ezr 10, 11).

The several references which speak of God’s glory filling the earth and/or becoming 
evident are instructive. On the one hand they quite legitimately refer to that reputation for 
greatness which God alone deserves, not only because of his natural position as king, but 
because of his unsurpassed activity as deliverer and saviour. However, as the preceding 
discussion indicates, something more is intended here. It is not merely God’s reputation 
which fills the earth, but it is the very reality of his presence. And his desire is that all 
persons may gladly recognize and own this. His first step toward the achievement of these 
goals was to fill the tabernacle with his presence and then the temple.

But nowhere is the reality and the splendor of his presence and his character 
seen as in his son (Isa 4:2). Here the nearblinding quality of his glory is fully 
portrayed, “We beheld his glory, the glory as of the only son of the Father, full of 



grace and truth” (Jn 1:14; cf. 17:1–5). Through him and through his presence in the 
church, God’s glory is indeed filling the earth.

 I. Great, grievous, hard, heavy. An adjective, this word does not occur with (kābēd) כָבֵד
the meaning “honored,” or “honorable.” Moreover, it and the following are distinct from 
other forms of the root in the fact that they sometimes carry the connotation of number or 
volume (eleven out of forty forkābēd, one out of four for kōbed), whereas other forms 
rarely do so.

 II. Liver. The heavy organ. Fourteen occurrences, of which nine are found in (kābēd) כָבֵד
Lev 3–9.

 Glory, glorious, honor, honorable. A noun, often in construct with a .(kābôd) כָבֹוד
preceding word, thus taking on an adjectival aspect (“King of Glory” equals “Glorious 
King”). Occurs two hundred times, never with the idea of weight or heaviness directly in 
view.

 .An adjective only used in the feminine, glorious, stately, carriage .(kĕbûddâ) כְבּוָדּה
In Ps 45:13 [H 14] where KJV reads “glorious,” RSV reads “wealth.” In Jud 18:21 KJV 
translates “carriage,” evidently meaning “things to be carried” (RSV “good”).

Bibliography: Caspari, Wilhelm, Die Bedeutung der Wortsippe bbd in Hebräischen, 
Leipzig, 1908. Caird, G. B., “The Glory of God in the Fourth Gospel,” New Testament 
Studies 15:265–77. Forster, A. H., “The Meaning of δὸξα in the Greek Bible,” The 
Angelican Theological Review 12:311–16. Kittel, Gerhard, “δὸξα in the LXX and Hellenistic 
Apocrypha,” in TDNT, II, pp. 242–45. Morgenstern, Julian, “Biblical Theophanies,” 
Zeitschrift für Assyriologie, 25:139–193; 28:15–60. Richardson, TWB, p. 175. Von Rad, 
Gerhard, “kbzd in the Old Testament,” in TDNT, II, pp. 238–42. TDNT, II, pp. 238–47. 
THAT, I, pp. 794–811.

J.N.O.
COMPASSION

2146     I, love deeply; have mercy, be compassionate. Denominative (rāḥam) ָרחַם
verb.

Parent Noun 

2146a .womb (raḥam) ַרחַם ,(reḥem) ֶרחֶם
2146bַרחֲמִים (raḥămîm) tender mercy.
2146cַרחּום (raḥûm) compassionate.
2146d .compassionate women (Lam 4:10) (raḥămānî) ַרחֲמָנִי

This root refers to deep love (usually of a “superior” for an “inferior”) rooted in 
some “natural” bond. In the Piel it is used for the deep inward feeling we know 
variously as compassion, pity, mercy. Probably rāḥam is related to Akkadian rêmu (cf. 
Ugaritic rḥm, G. Schmuttermayr, “RHM—Eine lexikalische Studie,” Bib 51:499ff.). This root 
is to be distinguished in emphasis from ḥûs and ḥāmal. Sometimes ḥānēn is rendered 
“mercy” with emphasis on the graciousness with which such is extended. This verb and its 
derivatives occur 133 times.

rāḥam is used infrequently (twelve of forty-seven times) of men. It is used only once in 
the Qal when the Psalmist confesses his love for Jehovah (18:1 [H 2]). The depth of this 



love is shown by the connection of this word with reḥem/raḥam. Compare. Isaiah (49:15) 
who uses it of a mother’s love toward her nursing baby. It can also refer to a father’s love 
(Ps 103:13). Apparently. this verb connotes the feeling of mercy which men have for each 
other by virtue of the fact that they are human beings (Jer 50:42) and which is most easily 
prompted by small babies (Isa 13:18) or other helpless people. It is this natural mercy for 
the helpless that Israel’s and Babylon’s enemies will lack in their cruelty (Isa 13:18; Jer 
6:23), although God may give Israel’s enemies such feeling (compassion) (I Kgs 8:50; Jer 
42:12). Indeed, the prophets (Isa 13:18) conjoin ḥûs (the feeling which flows from one to 
another), ḥāmal (the strength of feeling which leads one to action in behalf of another, i.e. 
to spare them some difficulty), and rāḥam (the deep inner feeling based on some “natural” 
bond) when describing what Babylon (Jer 21:7) and God (Jer 13:14) will lack toward Israel.

This root is frequently used of God. It incorporates two concepts: first, the 
strong tie God has with those whom he has called as his children (Ps 103:13). God 
looks upon his own as a father looks upon his children; he has pity on them (cf. Mic 
7:17). The second concept is that of God’s unconditioned choice (ḥānēn, grace). 
God tells Moses that he is gracious and merciful to whomever he chooses (Ex 
33:19).

There are several ideas attached to God’s deep, tender love: first, the unconditional 
election of God (Ex 33:19); next, his mercy and forgiveness toward his people in the face 
of deserved judgment and upon the condition of their repentance (Deut 13:17 [H 18]); also, 
God’s continuing mercy and grace in preserving his unrepentant people from judgment (II 
Kgs 13:23). Thus this attribute becomes the basis in part of an eschatological hope (cf. Isa 
14:1; 49:13; 54:7; Jer 12:15; 33:26; Ezk 34:25; Mic 7:19; Zech 1:16). It is noteworthy that 
Deuteronomy (30:3) prophesies the exile because of Israel’s sin, stipulating that 
repentance will meet with God’s tender compassion. So we read of the withdrawal of 
God’s mercy resulting in harsh judgment at the hands of Babylon (Isa 9:17 [H 16]; 27:11; 
Hos 2:4 [H 6]). During the exile Israel’s leaders encouraged the people with God’s electing 
love and tender-mercy (Lam 3:32), and led them in humbling themselves in repentance, 
calling upon God to reinstate his fatherlike compassion (Zech 1:12). The restitution of the 
father-son relationship and the return from the exile witnesses this accompanying loving 
care (Hos 2:23 [H 25]). Scripture makes it certain that the exile was brought by God and 
terminated by God (Ezk 39:25) according to his sovereign providence (Isa 30:18; cf. E. J. 
Young, The Book of Isaiah, II, p. 353f.). Finally, the prophets’ message regarding the return 
from the exile opens onto a permanent state where the father-son relationship will never 
be broken (Hos 2:23 [H 25]; Isa 54:8, 10).

 Womb, maiden. The latter usage occurs in Jud 5:30 and is .(raḥam) ַרחַם ,(reḥem) ֶרחֶם
attested in Ugaritic (49:II:27) where btlt ʿnt (Maiden Anat) is called rḥm ʿnt (Maiden Anat) 
(UT 19: no. 2321). 19: no. 2321).

reḥem/raḥam is to be distinguished from beṭen “belly.” (Cf. Jud 5:30 where pars pro 
toto it refers to a woman.) Hence beṭen and reḥem/raḥam are used as parallels only when 
speaking of conception and birth.

That reḥem/raḥam designates the womb is clear from passages like Jer 20:17 where 
the prophet bemoans his birth. He wishes that he had been slain in the womb and thus his 
mother’s womb would always have been great. Job 10:18 says that had he not been 
brought forth from the womb, no eye would have seen him. Even clearer is God’s analogy 
depicting his sovereign cutting of the flood waters of Noah’s day which broke forth “as if it 
had issued out of the womb” (Job 38:8).

It is clear that birth and conception are controlled by God who opens (Gen 29:31) or 
closes (Gen 20:18) the womb at will (cf. Num 8:16 where “firstborn” is the one who opens 
the womb). Consequently, birth is not merely a product of natural law, but a blessing from 
God (Gen 49:25). The rebellious sinner, however, bears no children (“the womb shall 



forget him,” Job 24:20) or is to be cursed with a miscarrying womb (Hos 9:14). Israel is to 
confess that having and keeping children is God’s doing. They do this by setting apart all 
the firstborn (human or beast) to God. God is a covenant God who requires a “covering” or 
“atonement” (see kippēr), a blood sacrifice. Because of the blood, God passed over the 
firstborn of “believers” in Egypt. Hence all firstborn of those under the covenant belong to 
God and are to be sacrificed to him. He does direct, however, that children (and unclean 
animals) are to be redeemed (Num 18:15). He claims the Levites in their place (Num 
3:12). Israel’s idolaters recognized God’s claim on their firstborn children but wrongly 
sacrificed them to him (Ezk 20:26).

All men (righteous and wicked) owe their birth to God and are responsible to serve him 
(Job 31:15). God’s people Israel were recipients of his special care (election) from 
conception to death. He sustained them in all of life (Isa 46:3). God encourages them by 
reminding them of this during the affliction of the exile. God applies this principle to an 
individual when he tells Jeremiah (1:5) that before he was formed in the womb, he had 
designated and appointed him a prophet to the nations. David, a type of the Messiah, finds 
solace in this thought when he freely confesses his dependence on God since his birth 
(cast forth from the womb, Ps 22:10 [H 11]). This is also true of the Servant, the messianic 
King, whose every step reflected his dependence on the Father (cf. isa 49:1). The elect 
are sustained by God from birth. It is their responsibility to confess and submit to that 
calling (Jer 1:5). God so works in life to bring them to that confession and submission (Isa 
46:3, cf. ʿānâ, III, “affliction”). Contrariwise, from birth the wicked are estranged from God 
and go astray (Ps 48:3 [H 4]).

 Tender mercy, compassion. This word shows the link between .(raḥămîm) ַרחֲמִים
rāḥam, “to have compassion” (Piel) and reḥem/raḥam, “womb,” for raḥămîm can refer to 
the seat of one’s emotions (Gen 43:30) or the expression of one’s deep emotion (I Kgs 
3:26); cf. J. Pedersen, Israel, 1936, pp. 309, 525).

raḥămîm recalls in various situations that God’s tender-mercy is rooted in his free love 
and grace. Hence, God’s punishment is more desirable than man’s wrath (II Sam 24:14). 
God’s mercy is often combined with his ḥesed “love,” “kindness” and ḥēn “grace,” 
“unmerited favor.” God’s anger and wrath are the opposite of his loving mercy (Deut 13:18; 
Zech 1:12; Ps 77:9). In times of captivity (esp. the exile, Dan 9:18) Israel is summoned to 
repentance on the grounds of God’s fatherlike compassion (II Chr 30:9), and God 
responds (Isa 54:7). The Psalmist often beseeches God for expressions of his 
tendermercies to relieve his distress (Ps 51:1 [H 3]) or confesses that undeserved relief is 
due to God’s tendermercies and grace (Ps 103:4). The eschaton is to witness God’s 
unconditional and unbroken love and care (Hos 2:19 [H 21]); when Israel repents (Deut 
30:3; Isa 55:7; Zech 12:10).

 Compassionate, merciful. This adjective is used only of God (with the .(raḥûm) ַרחּום
possible exception of Ps 112:4) setting forth one of his attributes, i.e. what God gives forth 
in rāḥam he has in raḥûm.

 Compassionate. This adjective describes the depth of feeling a .(raḥămānî) ַרחֲמָנִי
mother’s love can reach. Women who so loved their children boiled them for food during 
the siege by the Babylonians (Lam 4:10).

Bibliography: Dahood, M., “Denominative riḥḥam, ‘to conceive, enwomb’,” Bib 44:204–
205. THAT, II, pp. 761–67.

L.J.C.

2147    .II. Assumed root of the following (rḥm) רחם



2147a .carrion vulture (Lev 11:18) (rāḥām) ָרחָם
2147b .carrion vulture (Deut 14:17) (rāḥāmâ) ָרחָמָה

.See no. 2146b .(raḥămîm) ַרחֲמִים
.See no. 2146d .(raḥămānî) ַרחֲמָנִי

2148    .I, grow soft, relax (Jer 23:9) (rāḥap) ָרחַף

GRACIOUS

694       .I, be gracious; pity; in Hithpael stem to beseech, implore (ḥānan) חָנַן

Derivatives 

694a   .favor, grace (ḥēn) חֵן
694b   .freely, for nothing (ḥinnām) חִנָּם
694c   .grace. Occurs only in Job 41:4 (ḥîn) חִין
694d   .gracious (ḥannûn) חַּנּון
694e   .favor (ḥănînâ) חֲנִינָה
694f    .supplication (tĕḥinnâ) תְּחִנָּה
694g   .supplication (taḥănûn) תַּחֲנּון

Cognate with Akkadian enēnu, hanānu “to grant a favor,” Ugaritic ḥnn “to be gracious, 
to favor” (UT, 19: no. 882), and Arabic ḥanna “to feel sympathy, compassion.”

It is used in the Qal stem fifty-six times, in the Hithpael seventeen times, in the Hophal 
once, in the Piel once, in the Polel twice, and in the Niphal once.

The verb ḥānan depicts a heartfelt response by someone who has something to 
give to one who has a need. Ap-Thomas’s suggestion that the verb comes from a biliteral 
root “to bend, to incline,” i.e. to condescend, is not convincing. According to Flack the verb 
describes “an action from a superior to an inferior who has no real claim for gracious 
treatment.”

In reaction to earlier studies, Neubauer in his recent monograph defines the verb as 
God’s intervention to save and to help his faithful servant or nation with the emphasis on 
loyalty rather than on grace and love. He arrives at this conclusion by an extrapolation 
from social relations to theological relations. His attempt to read such a nuance into the 
various occurrences of ḥānan and its derivatives leads to forced interpretations.

The LXX translates the verb with oikteireō “to pity or have compassion,” with eleō “to 
show mercy or sympathy,” or in the Hithpael stem with deisthaō “to supplicate.”

The verb is used in social or secular contexts as well as theological ones. It often has 
the sense of showing kindness to the poor and needy.

Job begs his friends, “Pity me, pity me” (Job 19:21).
The Hithpael stem means “to beseech,” as in Gen 42:21 where the brothers recalled 

how Joseph had pleaded with them. The Syrian captain besought Elijah for his life and for 
the lives of his soldiers (II Kgs 1:13). Esther implored the king with tears (Est 8:3; cf. 4:8).

The apparent Niphal in Jer 22:23, nēḥant, is probably a textual error for a form derived 
from the verb ʾānaḥ as shown by the LXX, Peshitta, and Targum. Modern translations 
follow the LXX katastenaxeis and render “you will groan.”



The overwhelming number of uses in the Qal stem, some forty-one instances, have 
Yahweh as the subject. The plea ḥonnēnî, “be gracious to me,” appears nineteen times in 
the Psalms. The Psalmist asks Yahweh to show him favor in view of his loneliness (Ps 
25:16 [H 17]), his distress (Ps 31:9 [H 10]), his transgressions (Ps 51:1 [H 3]) where the 
favor he asks for is that God will erase the indictment against him, etc. Cf. Isa 33:2.

The Lord graciously gave Jacob his children (Gen 33:5) and prospered him (Gen 
33:11). Joseph’s benediction upon Benjamin (Gen 43:29), and Aaron’s benediction (Num 
6:25) ask for God’s gracious dealing.

Amos (5:15) urges his hearers to establish justice that the Lord might be gracious to 
them. In the final analysis the Lord is sovereign in acting graciously to those whom he 
selects (Ex 33:19).

The Hithpael is used in supplications to God: by Moses who begs to see the Promised 
Land (Deut 3:23); by Solomon in dedicating the temple (I Kgs 8:33, 47, 59; 9:3; II Chr 6:24, 
37); by the Psalmist (Ps 30:8 [H 9]; 142:1 [H 2]); and by Hosea (12:4 [H 5]) of Jacob’s 
appeal to the angel who wrestled with him. Job, who is advised by Bildad to supplicate 
God (Job 8:5), concedes that though he were righteous this would be his only recourse 
(Job 9:15).

Instead of taking ḥannôt as an infinitive in Ps 77:9 [H 10], “Hath God forgotten to be 
gracious?” (av), Dahood suggests taking it as a substantive, parallel to raḥămāyw 
“bowels.” He translates, “Have the inmost parts of God dried up?”

The verb ḥānan and its derivatives are components of the names of fifty-one 
persons. These include: Baalhanan, Elhanan, Hananel, Hanani, Hananiah, Hannah, 
Hanun, Henadad, Jehohanan, Johanan, Tehinnah. Cf. the Punic names Hanno and 
Hannibal.

The woman’s name Hannah has given us Anna, Ann, Nan, Nancy, Anita (Spanish) 
and Annette (French). Johanan has given us the name John: Jean (French), 
Giovanni (Italian), Juan (Spanish), Johann, and Hans (German), Jan (Dutch), and 
Ivan (Russian).

For synonyms of ḥānan, etc. see especially ḥesed and raḥûm.

-Favor, grace, charm, etc. This word occurs sixty-nine times, including forty .(ḥēn) חֵן
three times in the phrase “to find favor in the eyes of,” seven times with the verb “to give,” 
and three times with the verb "to obtain’ (Est 2:15, 17; 5:2), which leaves fourteen 
independent uses of the word.

The word never appears with the article or in the plural; it has the personal suffix once 
in Gen 39:21.

The vast majority of occurrences are secular and not theological in significance. In 
contrast with the verb ḥānan, the focus of attention is not on the giver, but on the recipient, 
of what is given. In contrast with the frequent occurrences of the verb and other 
derivatives, in the Psalms ḥēn occurs but twice in Ps 84:11 [H 12] “the Lord will give 
favor” (RSV), and in Ps 45:2 [H 3] of the “grace” on the lips of the bridegroom.

ḥēn appears thirteen times in Proverbs, often with an aesthetic significance of charm or 
beauty.

As Neubauer has stressed, many of the passages in which this phrase is found 
concern the relations of a superior to an inferior, e.g. a king to his subject. But it is too 
much to hold that the phrase is a terminus technicus so that Jacob in Gen 32:5 [H 6]; 33:8, 
10, 15, is actually acknowledging himself a vassal of Esau.

The phrase is found in the crucial passage on the justification of divorce in Deut 24:1 
which was the basis for the debate between Hillel and Shammai. Rabbi Akiba held that a 
man might divorce his wife “even if he found another fairer than she, for it is written: ‘if she 
find no favor in his eyes.’ ”



In theological usage Noah and Moses are said to have found grace in the sight of the 
Lord (Gen 6:8; Ex 33:12). It was the Lord who caused Joseph to find favor with the chief 
jailer (Gen 39:21), and the Israelites favor with the Egyptians (Ex 3:21; 11:3; 12:36). In 
Num 11:15 Moses is saying to the Lord no more than, “Do me a favor and please kill me.”

In Zech 12:10 the house of David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem will have poured 
upon them “the spirit of ḥēn and taḥănûnîm.” The Targum reads “a spirit of mercy and 
compassion”; Unger takes this as the Holy Spirit.

The shouts of acclamation at the completion of Zerubbabel’s temple in Zech 4:7, 
literally, “ḥēn, ḥēn,” are interpreted by Unger to mean, “What gracefulness (beauty) it has!” 
Sellin has suggested, “Bravo, bravo!”

In a number of passages ḥēn means “charm” or an attractive personality which creates 
a favorable impression. In the Aramaic Proverbs ot Ahiqar we have the phrase ḥn gbr 
hymnwth “for a man’s charm is his truthfulness” (ANET, no. 132, p. 429). It is the heeding 
of wisdom which produces this favor: Prov 3:4; 13:15; Eccl 9:11; 10:12. The woman with 
this grace or charm, not just physical beauty (Prov 11:16; cf. 11:22), is worthy of honor.

The woman who fears the Lord is praised, in contrast to one who posseses merely 
deceitful charm and vain beauty (Prov 31:30). Nahum 3:4 compares Nineveh to a 
prostitute who is ṭôbat ḥēn, which the LXX renders kalē kai epicharis and the Vulgate 
speciosae et gratae, i.e. “beautiful and pleasing.” Cf. nab “fair and charming”; neb “fair-
seeming.”

 ,Freely, for nothing, unjustly, without cause, in vain. Cf. Latin gratis .(ḥinnām) חִנָּם
English gratuitously. This adverb occurs thirty-two times. It has no inherent religious 
significance.

It can mean “for nothing” as in Gen 29:15. In Ex 21:2, 11 it is used of the Hebrew slave 
freed; in Num 11:5 of the food which was eaten for free in Egypt; in Isa 52:3 of the Jews 
who have sold themselves into slavery “for nothing.”

In Prov 23:29 the alcoholic has wounds “without cause” (KJV) or rather “for 
nothing” (nab). The neb paraphrases, “Who gets the bruises without knowing why?”

The Psalmist complains that his enemies plan evil for him “without cause” (Ps 35:7; 
“unprovoked,” neb). Cf. Ps 109:3; 119:161.

The word ḥinnām is used in several senses in Job. Satan asks (Job 1:9) whether Job 
fears God “for nothing,” that is, without an ulterior purpose. God responds (Job 2:3) by 
replying to Satan that he has incited him against Job “without cause” or “without 
justification.” Job (Job 9:17) later complains that his wounds have been multiplied “for no 
reason” (jb). Eliphaz accuses Job of taking someone’s pledge “unjustly” (Job 22:6).

The word can also mean “in vain,” as in Prov 1:17 of the bird net set in vain. In Ezk 
6:10 Yahweh warns that he has not spoken in vain.

Dahood has suggested that ḥinnām, e.g. in Ps 35:7, should be translated “secretly, 
stealthily” from the Ugaritic hnn. The traditional rendering, however, makes good sense.

The Aramaic verb which is cognate with Hebrew ḥānan is used in the Peal stem in Dan 
4:27 [Aram 24] in Daniel’s advice to Nebuchadnezzar “to show mercy” to the poor, and in 
the Hithpael stem in Dan 6:1] [Aram 12] of Daniel’s supplication.

 Gracious. This word occurs thirteen times, eleven times in combination .(ḥannûn) חַּנּון
with raḥûm “merciful, compassionate.” The LXX usually translates it eleēmōn 
“merciful.” The adjective describes the gracious acts of Yahweh. His grace is 
revealed together with his righteousness, as most of the passages which speak of him as 
ḥannûn also speak of his judging evil, e.g. Joel 2:13.

All occurrences of ḥannûn refer to God (Ex 22:27 [H 26]; 34:6; II Chr 30:9; Neh 9:17, 
31; Ps 86:15; 103:8; 111:4; 116:5; 145:8; Joel 2:13; Jon 4:2). In Ps 112:4, the RSV 



supplies “the Lord” as the one who is gracious, but the description is probably of the 
righteous man who shares the characteristics of his God.

Perhaps the most striking use of this word is the great proclamation of the name of God 
to Moses on Mount Sinai (Ex 34:6). The verse is alluded to repeatedly in later writings 
(Num 14:18, but does not use this phrase; Ps 86:15; 103:8, 145:8; Joel 2:13; Jon 4:2).

 Favor, pity. It occurs but once in Jer 16:13. The LXX translates it eleos .(ḥănînâ) חֲנִינָה
“pity, mercy.” Because of Judah’s apostasy the Lord says that he will no longer grant his 
pity.

 Supplication, mercy. The word occurs twenty-four times and means a .(tĕḥinnâ) תְּחִנָּה
prayer for grace on all but two occasions when it means “mercy.” Half of all the 
occurrences appear in Solomon’s prayer at the dedication of the temple (I Kgs 8–9; II Chr 
6).

In Josh 11:20 tĕḥinnâ designates the “mercy” of the victor for the vanquished, and in 
Ezr 9:8 Yahweh’s “grace” (KJV) or “mercy” (nab) for the remnant of his people. In both 
cases the LXX has eleos “mercy.”

 Always used in the plural taḥănûnîm. Supplications. Similar in general .(taḥănûn) תַּחֲנּון
to the preceding but representing less a formal entreaty (used only once in II Chr 6:21 in 
Solomon’s prayer) than the outpourings of a troubled soul; used in parallel to “weepings” in 
Jer 3:21, 31:9. It is used seven times in the Psalms, all except once in the phrase qôl 
taḥănûnay “the voice of my supplications” (KJV), “my cry for mercy” (neb).

Bibliography: Ap-Thomas, D. R., “Some Aspects of the Root HNN in the Old Testament,” 
JSS 2:128–48. Flack, E. E., “The Concept of Grace in Biblical Thought,” Biblical Studies in 
Memory of H. C. Allemen, ed. J. M. Myers, Augustin, 1960, pp. 137–54. Lofthouse, W., 
“Hen and Hesed in the Old Testament,” ZAW 51:29–35. Reed, William L., “Some 
Implications of HEN for Old Testament Religion,” JBL 73:36–41. Richardson, TWB, pp. 80, 
100. Snaith, N. H., The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament, London: Epworth, 1944, pp. 
127–31. Torrance, T. F., “The Doctrine of Grace in the Old Testament,” SJT 1:55–65. 
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E.Y.

SLOW TO ANGER (LONG NOSED)

 Long. Appears only in the construct form ʾerek, never in the absolute. It is .(ʾārēk) אֵָרך
used fifteen times. It is used ten times in connection with God, four times in connection 
with man (Prov 14:29; 15:18; 16:32; Eccl 17:8), once in connection with the wingspread of 
a bird (Ezk 17:3).

Applied to either God or man it is used most frequently in construct to the word 
ʾappayîm, and is translated “longsuffering, slow to anger/ wrath.” Literally, when the Bible 
says God is “longsuffering” (Ex 34:6; Num 14:18; Ps 86:15, etc.) it reads “God is long of 
nose.” When he is angry, his nose becomes red and burns. It may be questioned whether 
in the living language the idioms had not already dropped their etymological associations 
and did not merely mean to be longsuffering and to be angry. When he is compassionate 
his nose becomes long, so long in fact that it would take forever to burn completely.

ABOUNDING



 I. Much, many, great. This is the common Hebrew adjective meaning “much,” or (rab) ַרב
“many.” It occurs 420 times in the ot. The root, rab, is cognate both philologically and 
semantically to Ugaritic rb and Akkadian rabû. The primary meaning is “many,” which 
occurs initially in Gen 21:34. KJV translates “many” in 190 occurrences most dealing with 
objects (Gen 30:43), days (Gen 37:24), times (Ps 106:43), and similar subjects. The root is 
often used in contexts referring to “many” people, as “many evildoers” (Ex 23:2), “Gentiles” 
(Deut 9:14), and “multitude” at the Exodus (Ex 12:38). The other exceedingly common 
usage is in the sense of “great,” the translation used by the KJV and in most part by the 
RSV in 128 occurrences. Many objects, institutions, and persons are said to be “great.” 
Among the subjects so described with the adjective, rab, are: “goodness” (Ps 31:20), 
“evil” (Gen 6:5), “a person” (Ps 48:3). There are some special usages of the root which 
require more colloquial translation. rab with the prefix min is used as the comparative 
degree of the adjective, “greater than” (Deut 7:1 et al.) In some texts the root means 
“enough” (Gen 45:28); in others it has the connotation, “too much for” (I Kgs 12:28). This is 
the proper translation of the difficult verse Prov 26:10. Unfortunately the root is confused 
here in the versions and there are a great many minor inconsistencies in their choice of 
translations (KJV,“The great God”; RSV, NASB, and NIV “archer” from rābab “to shoot”).

 II. Captain, chief. A title of Babylonian origin which appears in both Hebrew and (rab) ַרב
Ugaritic. It designates the chief or executive of a group such as a military detachment (II 
Kgs 25:8 et al.). It is often a prefix as it is in Akkadian; cf. Jer 39:9–10. The term was 
adopted by the Neo-Babylonians (Dan 1:3), “his chief-eunuch,” and by the Persians who 
succeeded them (Est 1:8), “all the captains of his house.” There is no evidence that the 
term was ever used except as a rank of foreign origin as in Isa 36:2, 4, 11, 12, 13, 22; 
37:4, 8.

[An interesting use of the title is in Jer 39:3 where the names were long misunderstood, 
but the consonants accurately preserved. Instead of six names as in the MT and KJV it is 
probable that there are three names and three titles: (1) Nergal-Sharezer of Samgar (The 
Babylonian district of SinMagir with assimilation of the "m’);

(2) Nebo-Sarsechim, the Rab Saris (chief of the eunuchs, or of the officers); (3) Nergal-
Sharezer the Rab Mag (a chief official). So NIV; some others (RSV) find four names. r.l.h.]

 Multitude, abundance. This root also appears as rôb in many occurrences. A .(rōb) ֹרב
masculine noun, it is derived from the Semitic verbal root rbx, where “x” may be one of 
several different consonants depending on the precise morphological form. In Hebrew the 
parent form is probably rābab. rōb appears 147 times in the ot. The highest number of 
usages is found in II Chr, where it is used to describe the various quantities of materials 
and efforts required by Israel’s and later Judah’s kings (II Chr 1:15; 2:8; 4:18, et al.). In 
some cases rōb can best be translated by “long,” as in “long time” (Isa 24:22; KJV, “many 
days,” RSV, and jps read the same). rōb also means “long” in “long way” (Josh 9:13). The 
root is straightforward and offers no real difficulty in any of its occurrences.

 Ten thousand. This root is found also in Ugaritic as rbt/rbbt, and .(rĕ bābâ) ְר בָבָה
appears in most West Semitic languages. Since the science of numeration is not well 
developed in the West Semitic writing systems, more often than not, rĕ bābâ simply stands 
for a very large number, “a multitude.” The initial usage is in Gen 24:60, “Our sister, be the 
mother of thousands of ten thousands.” In Hebrew parallel poetic structure, numbers are 
usually handled by using the number in the first phrase then the number plus one in the 
second phrase (Job 5:19). In the case of rĕ bābâ, however, the parallelism is thousand // 
ten thousand as in I Sam 18:7; Ps 91:7. In other passages the root is used to 
communicate the enormity of the host involved Num 10:36, “Return O Lord to the ten 



thousand thousands of Israel.” It is always used poetically and never used like ribbô in 
enumerations.

 Ten thousand. Since this root is derived from the same proto-Hebrew root as .(ribbô) ִרּבֹו
Ugaritic rʾbābâ, but it does not appear earlier than I Chr 29:7, “Ten thousand coins of gold,” 
it is probably a later form of rĕbābâ. Unlike the former root, ribbô is often used in multiple 
expressions (Ps 68:17 [H 18]), “with mighty chariots, twice ten thousand” (Ezr 2:64, 69, 
where ribbô is written with an aleph added, ribbôʾ).

Bibliography: THAT, II, pp. 715–25.
W.W.

LOVINGKINDNESS (Hesed)

698a    .kindness, loving-kindness, mercy and similar words (KJV) (ḥesed) חֶסֶד
(RSV usually has steadfast love, occasionally loyalty, nasb 
lovingkindness, kindness, love, niv unfailing love.)

698b    ,holy one, godly, saint. RSV faithful, godly one, loyal. niv (ḥāsîd) חָסִיד
saint, godly.

698c    stork (perhaps because it was thought to be kind to its (ḥăsîdâ) חֲסִיָדה
young).

For centuries the word ḥesed was translated with words like mercy, kindness, love. The 
LXX usually uses eleos “mercy,” and the Latin misericordia. The Targum and Syriac use 
frequently a cognate of ṭob. The root is not found in Akkadian or Ugaritic. The lexicons up 
through BDB and GB (which said Liebe, Gunst, Gnade, love, goodness, grace) are similar. 
KB however is the “mutual liability of those … belonging together.”

In 1927 Nelson Glueck, shortly preceded by I. Elbogen, published a doctoral 
dissertation in German translated into English by A. Gottschalk, Hesed in the Bible with an 
introduction by G. A. LaRue which is a watershed in the discussion. His views have been 
widely accepted. In brief, Glueck built on the growing idea that Israel was bound to its deity 
by covenants like the Hittite and other treaties. He held that God is pictured as dealing 
basically in this way with Israel. The Ten Commandments, etc. were stipulations of the 
covenant, Israel’s victories were rewards of covenant keeping, her apostasy was covenant 
violation and God’s hesed was not basically mercy, but loyalty to his covenant obligations, 
a loyalty which the Israelites should also show. He was followed substantially by W. F. 
Lofthouse (1933), N. H. Snaith (1944), H. W. Robinson (1946), Ugo Masing (1954), and 
many others.

There were others, however, who disagreed. F. Assension (1949) argued for mercy, 
basing his views on the ot versions. H. J. Stoebe (doctoral dissertation 1951, also articles 
in 1952 VT and in THAT) argued for good-heartedness, kindness. Sidney Hills and also 
Katherine D. Sakenfeld (The Meaning of Ḥesed in the Hebrew Bible, a New Inquiry), held 
in general that ḥesed denotes free acts of rescue or deliverance which in prophetic usage 
includes faithfulness. For this historical survey and references see Sakenfeld pp. 1–13 
(hereafter called Sak.); also LaRue in the book by Glueck (here called G.)

The writer would stress that the theological difference is considerable whether the Ten 
Commandments are stipulations to a covenant restricted to Israel to which God remains 
true and to which he demands loyalty, or whether they are eternal principles stemming 
from God’s nature and his creation to which all men are obligated and according to which 
God will judge in justice or beyond that will show love, mercy and kindness.



On the meaning of our word ḥesed it is convenient to start, as G. and Sak. have done, 
with the secular usage, i.e. between man and man. Glueck argues that ḥesed is practiced 
in an ethically binding relationship of relatives, hosts, allies, friends and rulers. It is fidelity 
to covenantal obligations real or implied. Sakenfeld goes over the same material and 
concludes that indeed a relationship is present (love almost necessitates a subject-object 
relation) but that the ḥesed is freely given. “Freedom of decision” is essential. The help is 
vital, someone is in a position to help, the helper does so in his own freedom and this “is 
the central feature in all the texts” (p. 45).

Glueck certainly seems to find obligation where there is none. Stoebe gives an 
extensive treatment of ḥesed in THAT (pp. 599–622) and remarks (p. 607) that I Kgs is an 
instance where ḥesed is unexpected. Benhaded was defeated. He could claim no 
obligation. He hoped for mercy, kindness. Stoebe cites the men of Jabesh also (II Sam 
2:5). Saul had died in defeat. The care of Saul’s body seems clearly to have been a free 
act of kindness.

Also Laban’s willingness to send Rebekah to Isaac was not from any covenant 
obligation (though G. cites the appeal to providence in v. 50). It was a kindness to a long-
lost relative. He could easily have said “no.” The beautiful story of Ruth is tarnished by 
considering Ruth’s action as motivated by contractual obligations. The Lord had no 
obligation to get the widows new husbands in Moab (1:8–9). Ruth went with Naomi from 
pure love. Boaz recognized her action as goodness in 2:11–12 and calls it ḥesed in 3:10. 
Even Glueck inclined toward kindness here. The action of Rahab was kindness (Josh 
2:12). Her loyalty would naturally and legally be to her king and city. The angels in Gen 
19:19 were hardly bound by covenant obligation—or any obligation—to Lot. Indeed the 
basis of their action is said in v. 16 to have been their compassion (cf. Isa 63:9). In Gen 
21:23 Abimelech cites his previous ḥesed as grounds for making the covenant with 
Abraham which required further ḥesed. Glueck makes something of I Sam 20:8, 14, 15 
where David and Jonathan swore friendship. This covenant, says G. was the basis of the 
ḥesed. Here, perhaps, is G’s major mistake. He forgets that covenants arise on the basis 
of a relationship and that the obligations are often deeper than the covenant. Verse 17 
shows that Jonathan’s love moved him to make the covenant. When Jonathan died, David 
lamented for him out of love, not obligation (II Sam 1:26). David’s ḥesed to Saul’s house is 
said to be for the sake of Jonathan, not because of a legal obligation (II Sam 9:1, 3, 7). 
Glueck seems to miss the mark widely when he says it was neither grace nor mercy; it 
was brotherliness required by covenantal loyalty. Such a view has failed to see the depth 
of David’s character. Stoebe calls it the spontaneous proof of a cordial friendly attitude 
(herzlich freundlich Gesinnung). Other examples must be omitted, but they are similar. All 
parties agree that in Est 2:9, 17 the word is used of favor, kindness, but some try to make 
this usage unusual being post-exilic.

When we come to the ḥesed of God, the problem is that of course God was in 
covenant relation with the patriarchs and with Israel. Therefore his ḥesed can be called 
covenant ḥesed without contradiction. But by the same token God’s righteousness, 
judgment, fidelity, etc. could be called covenant judgment, etc. The question is, do the 
texts ascribe his ḥesed to his covenants or to his everlasting love’? Is not ḥesed as Dom 
Sorg observed (see Bibliography) really the ot reflex of “God is love”?

A prominent early usage is in God’s declaration of his own character: Ex 20:6 parallel 
to Deut 5:10 and also Ex 34:6–7. These passages are discussed by G., Sak. and Stoebe 
from the viewpoint of documentary division first. But aside from this Sak. emphasizes the 
freedom of God’s ḥesed. in all these passages. She notes the proximity to words for mercy 
in Ex 34:6–7 and remarks that it is “this aspect of God’s ḥesed (as his mercy) which takes 
on greater importance in exilic and postexilic writing”—of which she envisions a good bit—
(p. 119). However, she considers Ex 20 and Deut 5 as in a “covenantal context” (p. 131) 
and holds that “those who are loyal (loving) will receive ḥesed while those who are disloyal 



(hating) will be punished” (p. 131). She is led into this covenantal emphasis by the prior 
idea that since secular treaties speak of love, brotherhood and friendship between 
suzerain and vassal, that therefore these are covenant words and show that a covenant 
was at least implied. This view forgets that love is a covenant word because kings 
borrowed it from general use to try to render covenants effective. They tried to make the 
vassal promise to act like a brother, friend and husband. It does not follow that God’s love 
is merely a factor in a covenant; rather the covenant is the sign and expression of his love. 
McCarthy more acceptably says, “the form of the Sinai story in Ex 19–24 which is reflected 
in the text without later additions does not bear out the contention that the story reflects an 
organization according to covenant form.” His view is that the power and glory of Yahweh 
and the ceremonies conducted effected the union “more than history, oath, threat and 
promise” (McCarthy, D. J., Treaty and Covenant, Pontif. Bib. Inst., ed. of 1963, p. 163).

The text itself of Ex 20 and Deut 5 simply says that God’s love (ḥesed) to those who 
love him (ʾāhab) is the opposite of what he will show to those who hate him. The context of 
these commands is surely God’s will for all mankind, although his special care, indeed his 
covenant, is with Israel. That ḥesed refers only to this covenant and not to the eternal 
divine kindness back of it, however, is a fallacious assumption.

The text of Ex 34:6–7 is fuller and more solemn, coming as it does after the great 
apostasy. It was a tender revelation of God’s self to Moses. Sakenfeld is right here “that 
forgiveness must always have been latent [at least!] in the theological usage of ḥesed” 
even before the exile (p. 119). The association with divine mercy is surely patent in the 
words and in the context of the occasion of the apostasy. The word raḥûm with its 
overtones of mother love, and ḥannûn “grace” combined with the phrase “slow to anger” all 
emphasize the character of God who is love. He is great in ḥesed and ʾemet (of which 
more later). He keeps ḥesed for thousands which is immediately related to forgiveness of 
sin. That all this simply says that God keeps his oath seems trivial. The oath is kept 
because it is the loving God who speaks the oath.

Sakenfeld nicely brings together the several passages dependent on Ex 34:6–7. They 
are: Num 14:18–19; Neh 9:17; Ps 86:15; 103:8; 145:8 (cf. 9 and 10); Joel 2:13; and Jon 
4:2. Of these passages, only Ps 86:15 includes the word ʾemet after ḥesed. They all speak 
of the love of the Lord and some mention his forgiveness. None specifically ground the 
ḥesed in covenant. 

The phrase ḥesed and ʾemet “truth” mentioned above is thought by some to 
argue for the concept of loyalty or fidelity in ḥesed. It occurs some twenty-five times 
with about seven more in less close connection. Most agree it is a hendiadys and 
one noun serves to describe the other. Therefore the phrase means “faithful love” 
or “true kindness” or the like. Kindness and faithfulness is a fair equivalent 
hendiadys in English. The combination hardly seems to further the idea of fidelity to a 
covenant in the word ḥesed. If the term already meant that, why would the qualifier 
“faithful” be added? Usually, as in the usage of ḥesed alone, there is no covenant 
expressed to which fidelity is due. It is alleged in I Kgs 3:3, but although God’s ḥesed to 
David in making his son king was indeed according to covenant; it was also according to 
his love which lay back of his covenant. The text does not ascribe it to covenant loyalty. 
Stoebe points out in Ps 89 that the covenant of v. 3 is based on the ḥesed of v. 2 [H 4 and 
3] (THAT, p. 615).

Another pair of nouns is covenant, bĕrît, and ḥesed used seven times with some other 
instances of use in near contexts. The main instance is Deut 7:9, 12 which has echoes in I 
Kgs 8:23; II Chr 6:14; Neh 1:5; 9:32; and Dan 9:4. It itself is called by Stoebe (THAT, p. 
616) a paraphrase of Ex 34:6. He remarks that Deut 7:8 already bases all God’s favor on 
his love. If this pair be translated “covenantal love” or “covenant and love,” it should be 
remembered that the love is back of the covenant. This point is illustrated by Jer 2:2 where 



the ḥesed of Israel’s youth is likened to the love of a bride. The love of a bride is the basis 
of the promise, not the result.

It should be mentioned that ḥesed is also paired about fifteen times with nouns of 
mercy like raḥûm, e.g. Ps 103:4; Zech 7:9 (and cf. Ex 34:6–7 above), ḥēn, e.g. Gen 19:19; 
Ps 109:12, tanḥûm, Ps 94:18–19, etc. These instances usually stand as paired nouns not 
really in an adjectival relation. The implication is that ḥesed is one of the words descriptive 
of the love of God.

So, it is obvious that God was in covenant relation with Israel, also that he expressed 
this relation in ḥesed, that God’s ḥesed was eternal (Note the refrain of Ps 136)—though 
the ḥesed of Ephraim and others was not (Hos 6:4). However, it is by no means clear that 
ḥesed necessarily involves a covenant or means fidelity to a covenant. Stoebe argues that 
it refers to an attitude as well as to actions. This attitude is parallel to love, raḥûm 
goodness, ṭôb, etc. It is a kind of love, including mercy, ḥannûn, when the object is in a 
pitiful state. It often takes verbs of action, “do,” “keep,” and so refers to acts of love as well 
as to the attribute. The word “lovingkindness” of the KJV is archaic, but not far from the 
fulness of meaning of the word.

 Holy one, saint. Whether God’s people in the ot were called ḥāsîd .(ḥāsîd) חָסִיד
because they were characterized by ḥesed (as seems likely) or were so called because 
they were objects of God’s ḥesed may not be certain. The word is used thirty-two times, 
twenty-five of them in the Pss. It is used in sing.. and pl. Once, Ps 16:16, it refers to the 
Holy One to come. The word became used for the orthodox party in the days of the 
Maccabeans.
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TRUTH (Faithfulness)

116f    .I, bringing up, nourishment (ʾomnâ) אָמְנָה
116g   .II, verily, truly (ʾomnâ) אָמְנָה
116h   .faith, support, sure, certain (ʾămānâ) אֲמָנָה
116i    .verily, indeed (ʾūmnām) אֻמְנָם
116j    .verily, truly (ʾomnām) אָמְנָם
116k   .firmness, truth (ʾĕmet) אֱמֶת
116l    .II, artificer, architect (ʾāmôn) אָמֹון

This very important concept in biblical doctrine gives clear evidence of the biblical 
meaning of “faith” in contradistinction to the many popular concepts of the term. At the 



heart of the meaning of the root is the idea of certainty. And this is borne out by the nt 
definition of faith found in Heb 11:1.

The basic root idea is firmness or certainty. In the Qal it expresses the basic concept of 
support and is used in the sense of the strong arms of the parent supporting the helpless 
infant. The constancy involved in the verbal idea is further seen in that it occurs in the Qal 
only as a participle (expressing continuance). The idea of support is also seen in II Kgs 
18:16, where it refers to pillars of support.

In the Hiphil (causative), it basically means “to cause to be certain, sure” or “to be 
certain about,” “to be assured.” In this sense the word in the Hiphil conjugation is the 
biblical word for “to believe” and shows that biblical faith is an assurance, a certainty, in 
contrast with modern concepts of faith as something possible, hopefully true, but not 
certain.

Following from this we find the word in the passive Qal participle used with a passive 
meaning “one who is established” or “one who is confirmed,” i.e. “faithful one” (II Sam 
20:19; Ps 12:1 [H 2]; 31:23 [H 24]).

In the Niphal conjugation the meaning is “to be established” (II Sam 7:16; I Chr 17:23; II 
Chr 6:17; Isa 7:9). The Niphal participle means “to be faithful, sure, dependable” and 
describes believers (Num 12:7; I Sam 2:35; Neh 9:8). This form is also used to describe 
that upon which all certainty rests: God himself (Deut 7:9), and his covenant (Ps 89:28 [H 
29]).

One interesting illustration of the relationship between “belief” and “being established” 
is seen in Isa 7:9. Ahaz is told that unless he believes (Hiphil) he will not be established 
(Niphal), i.e. without faith he has no stability.

The various derivatives reflect the same concept of certainty and dependability. The 
derivative ʾāmēn “verily” is carried over into the New Testament in the word amēn which is 
our English word “amen.” Jesus used the word frequently (Mt 5:18, 26, etc.) to stress the 
certainty of a matter. The Hebrew and Greek forms come at the end of prayers and hymns 
of praise (Ps 41:13 [H 14]); 106:48; II Tim 4:18; Rev 22:20, etc.). This indicates that the 
term so used in our prayers ought to express certainty and assurance in the Lord to whom 
we pray.

 Faithfulness, truth (ASV, “truth”; RSV as an adjective, “true”). The noun is .(ʾōmen) אֹמֶן
used once to describe God’s counsel (Isa 25:1).

 Verily, truly, amen. (Generally, the same in ASV, RSV.) The word .(ʾāmēn) אָמֵן
expresses a certain affirmation in response to what has been said. It is used after the 
pronouncement of solemn curses (Num 5:22; Deut 27:15ff.; Neh 5:13; Jer 11:5) and after 
prayers and hymns of praise (I Chr 16:36; Neh 8:6; Ps 41:13 [H 14], etc.). Twice the term 
is used to describe the Lord (Isa 65:16), and once simply to approve the words of a man (I 
Kgs 1:36). Finally, Jeremiah uses the term once sarcastically in response to the false 
prophets (Jer 28:6).

 Trusting, faithfulness. (Basically the same in ASV, RSV.) The term is .(ʾēmūn) אֵמֻן
applied to nations as a measure of their righteousness and acceptability to God (Deut 
32:20; Isa 26:2). It also applies to individuals who are contrasted to the bad (Prov 13:17) 
and the false (Prov 14:5). One to whom the term applies is rare indeed (Prov 20:6).

 Firmness, faithfulness, fidelity. (ASV, RSV generally the same. Both .(ʾĕmûnâ) אֱמּונָה
give a marginal note in Hab 2:4 where they translate “faith” instead of “faithfulness” in 
accord with Paul’s use of the verse in Rom 1:17; Gal 3:11.)

There are at least ten distinct categories in which this noun is used in Scripture. In its 
first occurrence in Scripture it expresses the sense of steady, firm hands, a very basic idea 



(Ex 17:12). From this mundane sense, Scripture moves almost entirely to a use of the 
word in connection with God or those related to God.

Basically, the term applies to God himself (Deut 32:4) to express his total dependability. 
It is frequently listed among the attributes of God (I Sam 26:23; Ps 36:5 [H 6]; Ps 40:10 [H 
11]; Lam 3:23). It describes his works (Ps 33:4); and his words (Ps 119:86; 143:1).

ʾĕmûnâ is also used to refer to those whose lives God establishes. He expects to see 
faithfulness in them (Prov 12:22; II Chr 19:9). Indeed, such faithfulness or a life of faith is 
characteristic of those justified in God’s sight (Hab 2:4). God’s word of truth establishes 
man’s way of truth or faithfulness (Ps 119:30).

From this we can also see the concept of a duty being entrusted to a believer which 
becomes his trust (faithful responsibility, I Chr 9:22; II Chr 31:15, etc.) or office.

 I. Brought up, nurtured, sustained. (Same in ASV, RSV.) This noun (ʾomnâ) אָמְנָה
speaks of Esther’s having been sustained (strengthened and guided) by Mordecai as a 
child (Est 2:20).

 II. Truly, verily, actually. (The same in ASV, RSV.) In the two contexts in (ʾomnâ) אָמְנָה
which this adverb occurs, the speaker is perhaps seeking to excuse his wrong, therefore 
“actually” may be the best translation (Gen 20:12; Josh 7:20),

 Settled provision, support. (ASV, RSV same.) This noun is used in .(ʾămānâ) אֲמָנָה
connection with a firm commitment on the part of the people of Jerusalem in Nehemiah’s 
day (Neh 9:38 [H 10:1]) and also applies to a fixed provision for the singers of that day 
(Neh 11:23).

 Indeed, really. (Same in ASV, RSV.) This word is always found in .(ʾūmnām) אֻמְנָם
interrogative sentences and always suggests doubt on the part of the asker: Sarah’s doubt 
of bearing a child (Gen 18:13); Balaam’s doubt of Balak’s power to promote him (Num 
22:37); Solomon’s doubt of God’s dwelling only on earth (I Kgs 8:27; II Chr 6:18); the 
Psalmist’s doubt that pagan gods judge righteously (Ps 58:1 [H 2]).

 Truth, faithfulness, verity. (ASV and RSV usually the same.) This word .(ʾĕmet) אֱמֶת
carries underlying sense of certainty, dependability.

We find it used in several categories of contexts, all of which relate to God directly or 
indirectly.

First, it is frequently applied to God as a characteristic of his nature. In Gen 24:27, for 
example, it describes God who leads Abraham’s servant to the right wife for Isaac. In Ex 
34:6, it is given as one of the verbal descriptions of God which constitute God’s goodness. 
Other examples are Ps 25:5; 31:5 [H 6]; Jer 4:2; 10:10.

It is a term fittingly applied to God’s words (Ps 119:142, 151, 160; Dan 10:21).
As a characteristic of God revealed to men, it therefore becomes the means by which 

men know and serve God as their savior (Josh 24:14; I Kgs 2:4; Ps 26:3; 86:11; Ps 91:4; 
Isa 38:3), and then, as a characteristic to be found in those who have indeed come to God 
(Ex 18:21; Neh 7:2; Ps 15:2; Zech 8:16).

Because it is an attribute of God which is manifest in man’s salvation and life of service 
as God’s child, the word is often coupled with another attribute of God related to our 
salvation, “mercy” or “love” (ḥesed, Gen 24:27; Ps 61:7 [H 8]; 85:10 [H 11]; 115:1; Prov 
14;22; 16:6; 20:28).

And because these attributes of God’s truth and mercy lead to God’s peace toward 
sinful men, saved by God’s grace, the word is also often coupled with peace (Isa 39:8; Jer 
33:6).



As we study its various contexts, it becomes manifestly clear that there is no truth in 
the biblical sense, i.e. valid truth, outside God. All truth comes from God and is truth 
because it is related to God.

 II. Master-workman?, people? (There is considerable uncertainty about (ʾāmôn) אָמֹון
this word and its use and whether it is to be read as ʾāmôn or a variant of hāmôn “people.” 
Therefore translations differ.) The word occurs only twice. In Prov 8:30, the meaning 
seems to be that of an artificer (one true in hand and skill). In Jer 52:15, it may mean 
simply “people” or perhaps “the skilled ones” (who remained in Jerusalem).
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